We present results of ab initio theoretical investigations of the excitation spectra of correlated electrons in metals (Al, K, and Li) and their interplay with inelastic scattering experiments. We resolve various anomalies contained in the data, which were originally viewed as signatures of strong dynamical electronic correlations; we show that, instead, the anomalies are due to band-structure effects. The underlying theoretical framework in our density-response calculations is time-dependent density-functional theory; with this scheme we discuss the lifetime of the K plasmon, and the dynamical structure factor of Al. From a selfconsistent solution of the Dyson equation in the GW approximation for the electron self-energy,
Remarkably, the following concepts, quoted from that paper, permeate a large amount of research conducted in the intervening years: (i) "We can certainly assert that for electrons in metallic systems the interaction with the lattice produces effects on dispersion and lifetimes which are much larger than many refinements to the random phase approximation (RPA) that have been previously calculated." (ii) "At the largest scattering angles studied, the spectrum has a rather peculiar and not understood shape," and (iii) "While some of the features in this spectrum no doubt depend on the details of the Be band structure, others may very well be signaling a real breakdown of this simple RPA picture."
While space restrictions do not allow us to review the history of the field as it unfolded in the wake of Ref.
[1], it is well documented that (ii) and (iii) led to an extensive effort to understand the "two-peak" loss structure first observed in Be, and subsequently also in systems with quite different band structures, such as Al, Li, Si, and graphite [2] . On the theoretical side, until quite recently this effort consisted overwhelmingly of work which, statement (i)
notwithstanding, concentrated on the study of the effects of correlation for electrons in jellium [3] [4] [5] [6] . With the advent of synchrotron sources, and the consequent improvement in energy and wave vector resolution (and photon fluxes), plus the availability of better sample preparation techniques, we have witnessed, over the last 10-15 years, major advances on the experimental front [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, theoretical understanding of the physics behind the experimental data has lagged behind. Indeed, it seems fair to state that the rather confusing history of various phenomenological "patch ups" of, for the most part, uncontrolled approximations for the manybody problem in jellium, hit a dead end some years ago. It is only recently that ab initio calculations -which in essence have the flavor of (i)-have begun to be reported [11] [12] [13] [14] ;
with them a new way of thinking about the excitations of correlated electrons in real solids has begun to emerge. Much work remains to be done, though, as we will indicate below.
In this article we offer a theoretical perspective conceived on the basis of selected results of recent ab initio studies, and their comparison with experiment. We consider first a case study of plasmon damping. Anomalous behavior of the dispersion of the plasmon linewidth in K was observed in electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) experiments [15] .
Interestingly, in the absence of ab initio theory, the ansatz was made that the explanation of the EELS data may reside in the effects of unspecified dynamical short-range correlations [15] .
Note that this proposition is very much in tune with the thrust of the work carried out over the years following the discovery of the "anomalous" two-peak IXSS loss structure in Refs. [1, 2] .
We show that the plasmon linewidth dispersion in K is, in fact, controlled by plasmon decay into particle-hole pairs involving empty states of d-symmetry [16] . We discuss next the dynamical structure factor, S q r ;ω 0 5, of Al using the same theoretical framework. Again, we find that band-structure effects provide a "natural" explanation of the key qualitative feature of the IXSS spectrum for wave vectors for which the plasmon has already Landau-damped [12, 13] ; specifically, the two-peak structure is induced by a zone-boundary gap which yields an indentation ("excitation gap") in the response function. Now, by comparison with experiment we infer that, while dynamical many-particle correlations do not play a role in the K "anomaly," they do affect significantly the intensity of the lower frequency "bump" in the two-peak structure in S q r ;ω 0 5 [9, 13] . The greatest remaining challenge is a reliable evaluation of these correlations for band electrons. We close this article with reference to ongoing work devoted to a first-principles approach to this problem. We present results for the quasiparticle occupation function n k jj r 3 8 and the electron momentum density n p r 1 6 in Li, obtained via a conserving evaluation of the electron self-energy within the GW approximation [17] . Our n k jj r 3 8 differs markedly from the one obtained in a recent GW calculation [18] ; furthermore, our results do not support the "anomalous" quasiparticle weight at the Fermi surface which has been extracted from Compton-scattering measurements [19] . Our results are more in line with new quantum Monte Carlo work [20] .
We proceed to sketch the theoretical framework within which our results for S q r ;ω 0 5 are obtained -time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [21] . A general formulation of the time evolution of an interacting electron system in an external potential v x t e r , 0 5 has been given by Runge and Gross [21] . These authors established the invertibility of the mapping (1) and (2) δv s can be related to δv e , and this leads to the following integral equation for the response function [22] :
where v is the bare Coulomb interaction, and the exchange-correlation kernel f xc is defined by the equation
where the functional derivative is to be evaluated at the unperturbed density. We emphasize that Eqs. (3) and (4) The TDDFT linear-response framework proves useful for the purpose of sorting out the effects of the one-particle band structure from those of dynamical many-body correlations, as the latter can be turned off by setting f xc = 0. Although this "sorting out" is not always possible (i.e., these effects may be intrinsically intertwined in systems with more complex electronic structures than the ones considered in this article), we provide next two important examples where this viewpoint turns out to be rewarding. [16] . Thus, these three bands provide the key decay channels for the plasmon of K.
It is crucial that the bands in question are of d-character -cf. the angular momentum-resolved density of states (DOS) shown on the right panel of Fig. 1 ; the effect of these bands cannot be approximated by nearly free-electron states.
We emphasize that, although the single-particle states entering Eq. (5) We turn next to a discussion of the physics of the dynamical structure factor of Al, and its interplay with the IXSS data. We base our analysis on the same TDDFT linear-response framework introduced above. Let us stress that the explanation of the "anomalous" dispersion of the plasmon linewidth in K was made possible by a "fortunate" circumstance: the Kohn- It is important to notice the feature present in the measured spectrum in Fig. 2 at ~ 8 eV.
The same clearly correlates with the indentation observed in Im ( ) χ s at about the same energy in this otherwise Lindhard-like single-particle response. This "quasi-gap" in Im ( ) χ s is traced to the periodic-potential-induced gap in the band structure of Al at the (100) zone boundary.
In Fig. 3 we consider the loss spectrum for a larger wave vector transfer,
is along the (310) direction). The collective mode has now Landau-damped, and the response is incoherent. The overall shape of the measured loss spectrum S exp [9] is usually described as one-peak, one-shoulder, structure; the origin of this shape is given below, in the context of Fig.   4 , in which the "shoulder" is more pronounced. Remarkably, the S q r ;ω 1 6 obtained directly from Im Finally, in Fig. 4 we display data for S q r ;ω 1 6 (already published in Ref. [13] ) for the regime in which the incoherent loss spectrum is dominated by the "anomalous" two-peak structure. (In the present case S exp is taken from Ref. [8] ; the momentum transfer is again along the (310) direction.) Consider first the left panel. It is apparent that, as was the case in Larson in these Proceedings; see also Ref. [12] . Thus, we are in the presence of a "quasi-gap" in the excitation spectrum contained in Im ( ) χ s . It is important to realize that this feature has the same origin as the one observed in Fig. 2 for ω ≈ 8 eV.
Now, with reference to the right panel of Fig. 4 , once we turn on the Coulomb interaction v in Eq. (3) (curve labeled f xc = 0, this is an "RPA-like" response), the calculated spectrum worsens considerably, relative to experiment -the intensity on the low-energy side of the spectrum is far too low. This is an indication of the importance of the many-body kernel f xc , which, as we did before (Fig. 2) , we evaluate self-consistently with the electronic structure within the LDA (curve labeled f xc LDA ). This inclusion of short range correlations leads to a marked improvement in the intensity of the low-energy "peak." Note that, of course, the "excitation gap" built into Im ( ) χ s is reflected in both theoretical spectra shown on the right panel.
We summarize the above discussion by emphasizing that the predominant two-peak loss structure (Fig. 4) , or one-peak, one-shoulder loss structure (Fig. 3 ), can pictorially be 
where G LDA 11 , ′ 1 6 is the Green's function for "free" propagation in the LDA band structure, and the labels 11 , ′ denote space-time points; the time variables are Matsubara times 0 ≤ ′ ≤ τ τ β , h.
All correlations beyond the LDA are contained in the self-energy ~, Σ 11′ Σ 11 , ′ 1 6 is the self-energy functional usually defined in textbook "empty lattice" formalisms.
We close this article by presenting preliminary self-consistent results for the quasiparticle occupation function and the momentum density for interacting electrons in Li metal; the latter quantity is indirectly probed in IXSS experiments performed in the Compton limit [29] . The motivation for this calculation is that recent Compton measurements by
Schülke et al. [19] have suggested that the value of the quasiparticle weight at the Fermi surface, Z k F , is anomalously low. This suggestion would imply that the electronic states near the Fermi surface of Li are strongly correlated, and/or that large and novel effects of the crystal structure may be at play. Moreover, recent GW-based calculations by Kubo [18] suggest that, although Z k F is somewhat larger than the value extracted from the experiments of Ref. [19] , it is nonetheless substantially smaller than "standard" predictions for electrons in jellium with the bulk density of Li. In addition, a rather substantial directional dependence of the quasiparticle occupation function was found in Ref. [18] .
We work within the GW approximation due to Hedin [30] , in which the exchangecorrelation contribution to the self-energy functional is given as
where the shielded (or screened) interaction is the solution of the integral equation
where P G G 1 1 2 11 1 1 , , , ′ = ′ ′ 1 6 1 6 1 6 is the polarizability. (Note: the full self-energy contains, in addition to Eq. (7), the standard Hartree contribution; also, in the present case the polarizability P neglects vertex corrections, which is the spirit of Hedin's approximation.) We stress that Eqs. (6)- (8) must be solved self-consistently. As shown by Baym and Kadanoff
[31], this self-consistency, coupled with the structure of the chosen self-energy functional, guarantees that microscopic conservation laws are fulfilled exactly ("conserving" approximation).
A convenient method of solution of the above set of equations is put forth in Ref. [17] .
We 
in terms of which we can construct the electron momentum density n p r 
where the φ r r kj p 1 6 J L are the Fourier coefficients of the Bloch states, r r r p k G ≡ + , and we have assumed that the occupation function is diagonal in the band indices. We note that for a periodic crystal, since momentum is not a good quantum number, the momentum density given by Eq. (10) is not the same as the quasiparticle occupation function defined by Eq. (9); both functions are identical for interacting electrons in jellium.
As can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 5 , and also in Table I , self-consistency has the effect of increasing the value of Z k F . This effect (which may depend on the structure of the GW self-energy) was already observed in calculations for jellium [17, 32] , K, and Si [17] , and originates in the reduction of the weight of the many-body satellites in the spectral function as the propagators are dressed with the self-energy. It is apparent that our result for n k may account for this discrepancy is unknown; however, it appears unlikely for this to be the case. This situation will be discussed in more detail elsewhere.
In the right panel of Fig. 5 we present results for the electron momentum density n p r 23.
In Fig. 1 [18, 19] , the results shown are for the first solution of Eq. (6).
